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What is the key signature? Does it change?

How many accidentals are there? What is the 
pitch range? Does it stay on the staff or are there 
multiple ledger lines? Are there clef changes?

Is the pitch content highly patterned, easily 
learned and remembered, or is it more abstract? 
Are the themes regularly repeated and imitated 
or continuously changing?

How complex are the harmonies? Triads? Basic 
7th chords? Or extended chromatic and/or jazz 
harmonies?

What is the time signature? Does it change?

What is the smallest rhythmic note value? 16th 
notes? 32nd notes? Are there dotted rhythms?

Is there any syncopation? If so, how much?

Do the two hands perform synchronized rhythmic 
content, or are they moving independently?

Are there any polyrhythms in this piece?
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What is the largest interval required, either blocked or 
broken? Are there any four-note chords? Is my student’s 
hand large enough to play these?

What is the texture of composition? If contrapuntal, how 
many voices are there, and how intricate is each voice? If 
homophonic, what is the accompaniment style?

Does one hand ever play both melody and 
accompaniment simultaneously?

How static is the placement of the hands on the 
keyboard? Are many leaps required? 

Will the damper pedal be used? If so, how sophisticated 
is the required pedaling? Are markings given by the 
composer/editor, or will the performer need to 
decide how to pedal? Are the una corda or 
sostenuto pedals required?

How long is the piece? How much stamina is required to 
perform it?

How fast is the tempo?

How many ornaments are marked, and how long and/or 
difficult are they?

How involved are the articulation markings? Are opposing 
articulations required in the two hands?

How complex is the dynamic range?

How many expression markings are included, and how 
specific are they? Are they recognizable Italian terms, or 
are there terms that the student has not previously 
encountered, perhaps in another foreign language?

Is there a descriptive title or other indication from the 
composer aiding in interpretation?
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